
SAFETY ALERTCompatible mounting systems for Bobike Seats

Bobike bicycle safety seats
Mounting System Compatibility Chart

Bobike team has observed challenges among its customers in comprehending the mounting systems of 
each seat and determining when changes are permissible between di�erent systems - for luggage or 
for frame. 

To prevent accidents or inappropriate modifications to Bobike seats, we have created a set of charts 
categorized by range to facilitate the transmission of this information. 

Bobike One® Maxi
Unlike the Go range, the Bobike One Maxi seats allows you to buy spare parts and switch mounting systems as 
needed.

You can easily transform your original seat into a frame or carrier model with the right spare parts.

The Bobike One Maxi 1P & E-BD version features the One System Fits All mounting system, providing all the 
necessary hardware for easy attachment of the seat on a rack or on a frame.
The Bobike One Maxi E-BD includes the EASY Mount System, only for carrier installation. If you need to mount this 
model on a frame, you can get the 1P Mounting Set as a spare part, and connect it to the Easy Mount plate.

Both versions o�er spare parts for e�ortless seat transfer between bikes without disassembling the hardware. The seat 
can be easily switched with no tools once the hardware is installed.

bicycle safety seats

Bobike One® Junior
The Bobike One Junior bicycle safety seat has a unique mounting system - to be installed on the carrier. 
The One Junior cannot be converted to a Frame system. It's strictly prohibited for safety reasons to mount 
the One Junior Carrier on a Metal Mounting Bar.

SEAT ONE® MAXI

MOUNTING 
SYSTEM

 
1P & E-BD 

One System Fits All
FRAME & CARRIER

E-BD
CARRIER

PARTS INCLUDED

With this original hardware you can mount 
it on the Bicycle FRAME

With this original hardware you can mount 
it on the Bicycle CARRIER

With this original hardware you can mount 
it on the Bicycle CARRIER

 

CAN THE 
MOUNTING 
SYSTEM BE 
CHANGED?

SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE

1P Mounting Set (Bar + 
Bracket)

Ref. 8015300145

1P Mounting Bar 
Ref. 8015300141

1P Mounting Bracket 
Ref. 8015300142

E-bike Luggage Carrier
EASY Mount System 

(E-BD)
Ref. 8015300339

We care about the future.

We move the future!

www.bobike.com

SEAT ONE® JUNIOR

MOUNTING 
SYSTEM

CARRIER

SPARE PARTS

NO SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE

CAN THE 
MOUNTING 
SYSTEM BE 
CHANGED?


